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A WALL CROSSING FORMULA OF DONALDSON-THOMAS
INVARIANTS WITHOUT CHERN-SIMONS FUNCTIONAL
YOUNG-HOON KIEM AND JUN LI
Abstract. We prove a wall crossing formula of Donaldson-Thomas type in-
variants without Chern-Simons functionals.
1. Introduction
A wall crossing formula refers to the change of invariants of moduli spaces when
they undergo birational transformations, like the variation of moduli spaces of stable
sheaves when the stability condition changes. Wall crossing formulas were investi-
gated extensively for the Donaldson polynomial invariants of surfaces in the 1990s
by several groups, including Friedman-Qin [6], Ellingsurd-Go¨ttsche [5] and Matsuki-
Wentworth [17]. At that time, the notion of virtual cycle had not been discovered
and wall crossing formulas were worked out largely for smooth moduli spaces. Wall
crossing formulas involving virtual cycles were taken up by T. Mochizuki [18] in
his work on higher rank Donaldson polynomial invariants of surfaces. All these
approaches use Geometric Invariant Theory (or GIT for short) flips discovered by
Dolgachev-Hu and Thaddeus [4, 23], relying on that the moduli spaces of sheaves
are constructed using GIT [7, 16, 21].
For a Calabi-Yau three-fold S, the moduli space of stable sheaves with fixed
Chern classes is equipped with a symmetric obstruction theory; the degree of its
virtual fundamental class defines the Donaldson-Thomas invariant of S. In [10,
Thm. 5.9], using the existence of local Chern-Simons functionals, Joyce-Song prove
a wall crossing formula in case the stability crosses a wall (cf. Definition 2.1). Here
a local Chern-Simons functional refers to a function f defined on a smooth Y such
that the vanishing of df defines the germ of the moduli space and its symmetric
obstruction theory. By using Hall algebras and breaking the moduli spaces into
pieces, they define generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants for arbitrary Chern
classes and find formulas comparing them.
Recently, the study of moduli of stable sheaves has been extended to moduli of
stable objects in the derived category Db(CohS) of bounded complexes of coherent
sheaves. In general, the study of moduli of complexes of coherent sheaves or objects
in the derived category cannot be reduced to the study of sheaves, and the existence
of local Chern-Simons functionals is not known. Therefore, in order to extend the
wall crossing formulas to moduli of stable objects in the derived category, a new
method is required.
In this paper we develop a new method for wall crossing formulas of Donaldson-
Thomas type invariants without relying on Chern-Simons functionals. Our method
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is not motivic and does not use Behrend’s function. Instead we perform a C∗-
intrinsic blow-up to resolve the issue of infinite stabilizers, construct an auxiliary
space (called the master space) that captures the wall crossing phenomenon, and
apply the virtual localization formula [8] and our reduction technique [11].
We now outline our results. We let M = [X/C∗] be the quotient of a separated
C∗-equivariant Deligne-Mumford (or DM for short) stack X equipped with an equi-
variant symmetric obstruction theory (Definition 2.11). Suppose M contains two
open dense substacks M± = [X±/C∗] that are separated proper DM-stacks. The
equivariant symmetric obstruction theory of X induces symmetric obstruction the-
ories ofM±. By [1, 13], the symmetric obstruction theories provide their respective
(dimension 0) virtual cycles [M±]
vir. The wall crossing formula measures the dif-
ference deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]vir.
Taking the C∗-fixed part of the symmetric obstruction theory along the fixed
point locus XC
∗
, we have an induced symmetric obstruction theory on XC
∗
. We
let its zero dimensional virtual fundamental class be
[XC
∗
]vir =
r∑
k=1
ak[pk]; pk ∈ X
C
∗
, ak ∈ Q.
Theorem 1.1. SupposeM± ⊂M is a simple flip (Definition 2.2) andM = [X/C∗]
has a symmetric obstruction theory (Definition 2.11). Suppose further that X can
be embedded C∗-equivariantly into a smooth DM-stack ([8, Appendix C]). Then
deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]
vir =
∑
k
ak · λk; λk = (−1)
nk−1
∑
j
nk,j/j,
where nk,j is the dimension of the weight j part of the Zariski tangent space TX,pk
and nk =
∑
j nk,j.
In case λk = λ is independent of k, then
deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]
vir = λ · deg[XC
∗
]vir.
We comment that the proof does not require the existence of local Chern-Simons
functionals.
Our proof goes as follows. We first construct a C∗-intrinsic blow-up X¯ of X
along XC
∗
and show that the quotient [X¯/C∗] has an induced perfect obstruction
theory. We then construct a master space Z¯ for X¯, analogous to that in [23] and
apply the localization by cosection technique [11] to construct a reduced virtual
fundamental class of Z¯. Applying the virtual localization formula of [8] to Z¯, we
obtain Theorem 1.1.
It is worthwhile to comment on the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. As shown
below, the existence of X is assured in quite a general setting. But embedding
X C∗-equivariantly into a smooth DM-stack seems restrictive. In two occasions
of the proof we use this assumption; one is constructing the obstruction theory
of the C∗-intrinsic blow-up, the other is applying Graber-Pandharipande’s virtual
C∗-localization theorem.
Here is what we plan to do to remove this technical assumption in the near
future. Firstly, we intend to develop a local obstruction theory that consists of an
e´tale atlas Uα → X , obstruction theories ηα : F •α → LUα , and compatibility of the
obstruction theories over Uαβ = Uα×X Uβ. Such a theory is known to the experts,
and the usual tools on virtual cycles apply. This seems necessary since it is hard to
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construct a global universal family of the moduli stack of derived category objects.
Secondly, we intend to prove the C∗-localization theorem in the setting of local
obstruction theory. This seems to require more efforts, but should be achievable in
the near future.
In light of this, in this paper we also prove some technical results aimed at
proving the following generalization.
Conjecture 1.2. Theorem 1.1 holds true without assuming the existence of a C∗-
equivariant embedding of X into a smooth DM-stack.
We now comment on how Theorem 1.1 applies toward a wall crossing formula of
Donaldson-Thomas invariants of moduli of derived category objects over a Calabi-
Yau three-fold S. Let τ± be two stability conditions crossing a simple wall τ0
(Definition 2.1); let M be the moduli stack of τ0-semistable objects. We con-
struct a separated DM-stack X parameterizing pairs (E, σ), where E ∈ M and
σ : L(E)
∼=
−→C for some 1-dimensional vector space L(E) associated to E. Scal-
ing σ with elements in C∗ makes X a C∗-equivariant stack. Then M = [X/C∗],
while the moduli stacks of τ±-stable objects are open substacks M± = [X±/C∗]
for two open substacks X± ⊂ X (cf. Proposition 2.9). Because Conjecture 1.2 is
not proved yet, we suppose that X equivariantly embeds into a smooth DM-stack.
This condition is always satisfied when M is constructed as a GIT quotient. In
particular, our results apply directly to the moduli of sheaves or stable pairs. We
show in Lemma 2.13 that X has a C∗-equivariant symmetric obstruction theory. It
is now immediate to deduce the following wall crossing formula from Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.3. Let τ± be two stability conditions crossing a simple wall τ0 (Defi-
nition 2.1); let M be the moduli stack of τ0-semistable objects Db(CohS) with the
same fixed Chern classes, and let M± ⊂ M be the moduli stacks of τ±-stable ob-
jects. Suppose M± ⊂M is a simple wall crossing of each other (cf. Definition 2.1).
Suppose the DM stack X constructed in Proposition 2.9 embeds C∗-equivariantly in
a smooth DM stack. Suppose further that Ext≤−1(E,E) = 0 for all E ∈ M. Then
deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]
vir = (−1)χ(E1,E2)−1 · χ(E1, E2) · deg[M1]
vir · deg[M2]
vir,
where Ei ∈Mi, Mi are the moduli stacks specified in Definition 2.1 and χ(E1, E2) =∑
(−1)i dimExti(E1, E2).
In §2, we show that a simple wall crossing M± ⊂ M in Db(CohS) is described
as a simple flip [X±/C∗] ⊂ [X/C∗]. In §3, we construct an intrinsic blow-up of
C∗-quotients and study the induced perfect obstruction theory. In §4, we construct
the master space and in §5, we apply the virtual localization formula of [8] to obtain
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 by careful local calculations. In the Appendix, we
discuss an analogous wall crossing result for non-symmetric obstruction theories.
2. Donaldson-Thomas invariants and wall crossing
In this section, we explain how a simple wall crossing (Definition 2.1) can be
described by a simple flip (Definition 2.2) in a global C∗ quotient equipped with an
equivariant obstruction theory. In later sections, we will work out a wall crossing
formula for simple flips.
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2.1. Simple wall crossing. In this paper, we fix a smooth projective Calabi-Yau
three-fold S. Let τ0 be a stability condition in some abelian subcategory A0 of the
derived category Db(Coh(S)) of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves. LetM be
the moduli stack of τ0-semistable objects, with fixed Chern classes. By tensoring
with some power of OS(1) if necessary, we may assume χ(E) 6= 0 for E ∈ M.
Let τ± be nearby stability conditions of τ0 and let M± be the moduli stack
of τ±-stable objects. In this paper, we consider the following case of simple wall
crossing.
Definition 2.1. We say M+ is obtained from M− by a simple wall crossing in M
if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Strictly τ0-semistable objects E (i.e. semistable but not stable) inM have
gr(E) = E1 ⊕ E2 with E1 ∈ M1 and E2 ∈ M2, where Mi are the moduli
stacks of τ0-stable objects of Chern classes equal to c(Ei). Further, both
M1 and M2 are proper separated DM-stacks;
(2) the factors Ei ∈Mi in (1) satisfy χ(E1) = χ(E2); there is a B ∈ K(S) such
that χ(E1 ⊗B) 6= χ(E2 ⊗B);
(3) τ+-stable (resp. τ−-stable) objects are either τ0-stable or non-split exten-
sions of E2 by E1 (resp. E1 by E2) for some strictly τ0-semistable objects
E1 ⊕ E2 with E1 ∈M1 and E2 ∈M2;
(4) M± are proper separated DM-stacks.
It is immediate that M± are open substacks of M. The wall crossing formula
compares the degrees of the virtual fundamental classes of M+ and M−.
We remark that part of the Definition requires that all elements in M1 (resp.
M2) have identical Chern classes c(E1) (resp. c(E2)). The case where the wall
crossing occurs at different c(E1) and c(E2) can be treated the same way since
then M1 andM2 splits to pairs (M1,j ,M2,j), where elements in M1,j andM2,j have
identical Chern classes.
2.2. Simple flip. In this subsection, we introduce our geometric set-up for simple
wall crossing. Let X be a separated Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type acted on
by C∗. Let M = [X/C∗] be the quotient stack.
Let XC
∗
denote the fixed point locus in X . We let X0 ⊂ X −XC
∗
be the open
substack of x ∈ X so that the orbit C∗ ·x is 1-dimensional and closed in X , and let
Σ◦± = {x ∈ X −X0 ∪X
C
∗
| lim
σ→0
σ±1 · x ∈ XC
∗
}.
We then form
(2.1) Σ± = Σ
◦
± ∪X
C
∗
,
which are C∗-invariant, and let
(2.2) X± = X − Σ∓ ⊂ X, M± = [X±/C
∗] ⊂M = [X/C∗].
Definition 2.2. We say that the pair M± = [X±/C∗] ⊂ M is a simple flip if the
following hold:
(i) The fixed locus XC
∗
is a proper DM-stack;
(ii) Σ± are closed in X ;
(iii) both M± = [X±/C∗] are proper separated DM-stacks;
(iv) the pair X± ⊂ X satisfies the Simpleness Condition stated below.
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We first fix our convention on discrete valuation rings and their finite extensions.
Let R be a discrete valuation ring. We always denote by K its field of fractions;
ξ and ξ0 be the generic and closed points of SpecR. When R˜ ⊃ R is a finite
extension, we denote by K˜, ξ˜ and ξ˜0 the corresponding field of fractions, the generic
point and the closed point. We let ζ and ζ˜ be uniformizing parameters of R and
R˜, respectively. We denote by ı(R˜) the ramification index of R˜ ⊃ R; namely,
ζ = γ˜ · ζ˜ı(R˜) for an intertible γ˜ ∈ R˜. In case f : SpecR → X is a morphism,
we denote by f˜ : Spec R˜ → X the composite Spec R˜ → SpecR → X . Given
g : SpecK → C∗, we denote by g · f : SpecK → X the morphism induced by the
C∗-action on X .
Simpleness Condition 2.3. Let R be a discrete valuation ring over C. Let f+ :
SpecR → X; let g : SpecK → C∗ be of the form g∗(t) = α · ζa for an invertible
α ∈ R and a > 0. Then the following hold:
(a) Suppose f+(ξ) ∈ X0, f+(ξ0) ∈ Σ◦+, and g · f+ : SpecK → X0 extends to
f− : SpecR → X so that f−(ξ0) ∈ Σ◦−. Then there is a finite extension
R˜ ⊃ R such that for any invertible β˜ ∈ R˜ and any integer 0 < b < ı(R˜)·a, a
morphism h˜ : Spec K˜ → C∗ of the form h˜∗(t) = β˜ · ζ˜b has the property that
h˜ · f˜+ : Spec K˜ → X extends to (h˜ · f˜+)∼ : Spec R˜→ X with (h˜ · f˜+)∼(ξ˜0) ∈
XC
∗
;
(b) Suppose f+ : SpecR → Σ◦+. Then possibly after a finite extension R˜ ⊃ R,
g˜ · f˜+ : Spec K˜ → Σ◦+ extends to (g˜ · f˜+)
∼ : Spec R˜ → Σ+ such that
(g˜ · f˜+)∼(ξ˜0) ∈ XC
∗
.
(c) Both (1) and (2) hold with“+” replaced by“−”, a > 0 replaced by a < 0,
and 0 < b < ı(R˜) · a replaced by ı(R˜) · a < b < 0.
Example 2.4. Let V+, V−, V0 be vector spaces on which C∗ acts with weights 1,
−1, and 0 respectively. Let V = V+ × V0 × V− and X = PV − (PV+ ∪ PV−). Then
Σ± = V± ⊗OPV0(1) and X± = PV − P(V0 × V∓). Hence M+ = PV+ × P(V0 × V−)
and M− = PV− × P(V0 × V+).
Suppose in addition that M± have symmetric obstruction theories. Since M±
are smooth, their virtual cycles [M±]
vir are equal to the Euler classes e(ΩM±).
Therefore the wall crossing formula is
deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]
vir = (−1)n+−n−−1(n+ − n−) · deg[X
C
∗
]vir,
where n± = dim V± is the dimension of the ±1-weight space in the normal space
to XC
∗
in X .
Example 2.5. ([22]) More generally, suppose there is a C∗-equivariant separated
proper scheme W such that
X = W − {x ∈ W | lim
t→∞
t · x ∈ F+} − {x ∈W | lim
t→0
t · x ∈ F−}
where F± are parts of a partition WC
∗
= F+ ⊔F− ⊔F 0 of the fixed point set WC
∗
of W , satisfying
(1) if u  v and v ∈ F+, u ∈ F+;
(2) if u  v and u ∈ F−, then v ∈ F−;
(3) if u  v and v ∈ F 0, then u ∈ F+;
(4) if u  v and u ∈ F 0, then v ∈ F−,
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with respect to the ordering  defined as follows: For x, y ∈ WC
∗
, x  y if there
exists a sequence x1, · · · , xn ∈W such that
lim
t→0
t · x1 = x, lim
t→∞
t · xn = y, lim
t→∞
t · xk = lim
t→0
t · xk+1, ∀k.
Then M± = [X±/C∗] is a simple flip. The proof of the simpleness condition is
essentially contained in [22, Theorem 11.1]. Notice that all GIT C∗-flips are special
cases of this example.
2.3. Simple wall crossings and simple flips. In this subsection, we investigate
a case where a simple wall crossing of moduli of derived category objects is a simple
flip.
LetM± ⊂M be a moduli of semistable derived category objects as in Definition
2.1. We first show that M can be written as a global C∗ quotient of a separated
DM-stack X . Fix B ∈ K(S) that distinguishes elements in M1 and M2, as stated
in Definition 2.1.
Definition 2.6. For E ∈M, let
L(E) := detRΓ(E ⊗B)χ(E) · detRΓ(E)−χ(E⊗B),
where detRΓ(E) = ⊗i(∧topHi(E))(−1)
i
.
Observe that if E = E1 ⊕ E2 is strictly τ0-semistable, then any ϕ ∈ Aut(E)/C∗
(∼= C∗), where C∗ ≤ Aut(E) is the subgroup C∗ · idE , has a representative λ · idE1⊕
λ−1 · idE2 . The weight of this circle action on L(E) is
(2.3) ν := (χ(E1 ⊗B)− χ(E2 ⊗B)) · χ(E) 6= 0.
Note that by assumption, χ(E) = 2χ(E1) = 2χ(E2) 6= 0.
Note that the ordering of M1 and M2 is determined by the choice of τ+ and τ−
according to Definition 2.1. Thus by interchanging τ+ and τ− if necessary, we may
and will assume ν > 0.
Definition 2.7. Two pairs (E1, σ1) and (E2, σ2) where σi : L(Ei)
∼=−→C, are iso-
morphic if there exists a ϕ : E1
∼=−→E2 such that σ2 ◦ L(ϕ) = σ1.
The automorphism group Aut(E, σ) of such a pair (E, σ) is the group of all
isomorphisms from (E, σ) to itself. Obviously, C∗ · idE ≤ Aut(E, σ).
Lemma 2.8. Aut(E, σ)/C∗ · idE is a finite group.
Proof. Unless E = E1 ⊕E2, the quotient group is trivial. When E = E1 ⊕E2, any
λ · idE1 ⊕ λ
−1 · idE2 should satisfy λ
ν = 1 with ν defined in (2.3). Hence the group
is finite. 
Proposition 2.9. Let M± ⊂ M be as in Definition 2.1 and suppose for E ∈ M
Ext≤−1(E,E) = 0.
(1) The groupoid X of families of pairs (E, σ) of E ∈ M and σ : L(E) ∼= C is
a separated DM-stack with a strict representable1 C∗-action by t · (E, σ) =
(E, tσ); the fixed point locus is M1 ×M2 = {(E1 ⊕ E2, σ) |Ei ∈Mi}/ ∼=.
(2) M∼= [X/C∗]; let X± ⊂ X be as defined in (2.2), then M± ∼= [X±/C∗].
(3) The pair M± ∼= [X±/C∗] is a simple flip (Definition 2.2).
1The strictness is defined in [20]; the C∗-action is representable if the multiplication morphism
C∗ ×X → X is representable.
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Proof. By [14], M is an Artin stack locally of finite presentation. The relative
version of the construction of L(E) from E shows that X is an Artin stack. Since
every (E, σ) ∈ X has finite stabilizer, X is actually a DM-stack by slice argument.
The strictness and the representable property of the C∗-action follows directly from
the construction.
It follows from the property of stability and from Definition 2.1 that XC
∗
consist
of E1⊕E2, Ei ∈Mi. We now prove that (E, σ) ∈ X± if and only if E is τ±-stable.
For this, we need a description of Σ◦±.
Let E ∈M+ be τ+-stable but not τ0-stable. By Definition 2.1, E is a non-trivial
extension of an E2 ∈ M2 by an E1 ∈ M1. Let α ∈ Ext
1(E2, E1) be the extension
class of the distinguished triangle E1 → E → E2 →. Let 0 ∈ A1 be the origin; let
e ∈ Γ(OA1(0)) be the image of 1 ∈ Γ(OA1) ⊂ Γ(OA1(0)). Then e vanishes simply at
0 ∈ A1. Let pS and pA1 be the projections of S × A
1. Then
α · e ∈ Ext1S×A1(p
∗
SE2 ⊗ p
∗
A1
OA1(−0), p
∗
SE1) = Ext
1(E2, E1)⊗ Γ(OA1(0))
defines an E ∈ Db(Coh(S×A1)) that fits into the follwoing diagram of distinguished
triangles
(2.4)
p∗SE1 −−−−→ E −−−−→ p
∗
SE2 ⊗ p
∗
A1
OA1(−0)
+1
−−−−→∥∥∥ y y
p∗SE1 −−−−→ p
∗
SE −−−−→ p
∗
SE2
+1
−−−−→y y
ι∗0E2 ι
∗
0E2
+1
y +1y
where ι0 : S × 0 −→ S × A1 is the central fiber.
We now form a line bundle on A1
L(E) = detRpA1∗(E ⊗ p
∗
SB)
χ(E) ⊗ detRpA1∗(E)
−χ(E⊗B).
Using (2.4), we obtain canonical isomorphisms
L(E)⊗ L(ι∗0E2)
∼= L(p∗SE)
∼= L(E)⊗OA1 .
Since canonically L(ι∗0E2)
∼= OA1(−ν
′0), where ν′ = 12ν and ν > 0 is as in (2.3), we
have
(2.5) L(E) ∼= L(E)⊗OA1(ν
′0).
Now let σ : L(E) → C be a fixed isomorphism; we fix an isomorphism σ˜ :
L(E) ∼= OA1 . Then restricting the isomorphism (2.5) to A
1 − 0, for a u ∈ Γ(OA1)
that vanishes simply at 0 ∈ A1 we have
σ˜ = uν
′
· σ.
Since E|S×(A1−0) ∼= p
∗
SE|S×(A1−0) and ι
∗
0E = E1⊕E2, this proves limt→0 t · (E, σ) =
(E1 ⊕ E2, σ˜|0) ∈ X
C
∗
. Hence τ+-stable but not τ0-stable objects are all over Σ
◦
+.
For the other direction, suppose (E, σ) ∈ X −XC
∗
such that
(2.6) lim
t→0
t · (E, σ) = (E1 ⊕ E2, ·) ∈ X
C
∗
.
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Let R = C[t](t), localized at the ideal (t). We let (E , σ˜) on S × SpecR be given
by the morphism SpecR → X that is given by the completion of the morphism
C∗ ∼= {t · (E, σ) | t ∈ C∗} → X . Here the completion exists because of (2.6). As
usual, we denote by ξ and ξ0 the generic and the closed points of SpecR. By the
construction of E , we have isomorphism
(2.7) ϕξ : E|S×ξ
∼=
−→ p∗SE|S×ξ where pS : S × SpecR→ S.
Thus HomS×SpecR(p
∗
SE, E) is a non-trivialR-module. Let ϕ ∈ HomS×SpecR(p
∗
SE, E)
be such that ϕ|S×ξ = ϕξ. By replacing ϕ by tcϕ for some c ≤ 0, we can assume that
ϕ|S×ξ0 is non-trivial. Namely, for the closed embedding ι : S × ξ0 → S × SpecR,
ι∗ϕ : ι∗E = E1 ⊕ E2 → E is non-trivial.
Since (E, σ) /∈ XC
∗
, since there is a non-trivial E1 ⊕ E2 → E and since both Ei
are τ0-stable and E is τ0-semistable, E is either an extension of E2 by E1 or vice
versa. By a parallel discussion as above, E must be an extension of E2 by E1. This
proves that X− = X − Σ+. The same holds for X+. This proves (2).
Finally, it is direct to check that (3) holds for X , knowing that M± are proper
and separated.
We prove the simpleness condition in the next Lemma. 
Lemma 2.10. The pair X± ⊂ X satisfies the Simpleness Condition.
Proof. We let f± and g be as in the statement of Simpleness Condition 2.3. We let
z0 = limt→0 t · f+(ξ0), z0 ∈ XC
∗
by our construction of Σ◦+. We pick an affine e´tale
ρ : U → X that covers z0. We let U be a compactification of U .
We next let p1 and p2 be the first and the second projections of SpecR × C∗.
We form the morphism
F ′ = p2 · (f+ ◦ p1) : SpecR × C
∗ → X,
where · denotes the group action. Since the closure of the image of F ′ in X contains
z0, there is an open V
′ ⊂ SpecR×C∗ such that (ξ0, c) ∈ V ′ for general closed c ∈ C∗
and F ′(V ′) is contained in the image ρ(U) ⊂ X .
Thus by replacing R by a finite extension of R, which we still denote by R, we
can assume that there is an open V ⊂ SpecR × C∗ so that (ξ0, c) ∈ V for general
closed c ∈ C∗; F ′ lifts to an F : V → U so that we have a commutative diagram
(2.8)
V
F
−−−−→ Uy
yρ
SpecR× C∗
F ′
−−−−→ X,
and limt→0 F ((ξ0, t)) = z¯0 ∈ U with ρ(z¯0) = z0.
We remark that with the new R, the induced morphisms f± : SpecR → X
satisfy the same property, except that the integer a is replaced by its multiple by
the ramification index of the finite extension. Thus the simpleness condition is
invariant under finite extensions of R.
We then let S = SpecR× P1, which contains SpecR× C∗ via C∗ = A1 − {0} ⊂
A1 ⊂ P1. Since S is a smooth surface, there is a minimal finite set A0 ⊂ S so that
F extends to
F0 : S \A0 −→ U.
(We call A0 the indeterminacy locus of F0.) We let C∗ act on S by acting trivially
on SpecR and tautologically on C∗ (with weight 1).
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We now partially resolve the indeterminacy of F0. We let A
′
0 = A0 ∩ S
C
∗
. We
blow up S along A′0, obtaining S1, which has an induced C
∗-action. We let A1 ⊂ S1
be the indeterminacy locus of the extension F1 : S1 \ A1 → U of F0. We then let
A′1 = A1 ∩ S
C
∗
1 , blow up S1 along A
′
1 to obtain S2, etc. We continue this process
until we get Sk → Sk−1 so that the indeterminacy Ak of the extension
Fk : Sk \Ak → U
has no point fixed by C∗.
We let c ∈ C∗ be a general closed point and consider the morphism ϕ1 : SpecR→
S defined via ϕ1(ξ) = (ξ, c). We let η1 := ϕ1(ξ0) = (ξ0, c) ∈ S. Since (ξ0, c) ∈ V by
our choice of V , we can assume η1 ∈ S \A0. Also since f+(ξ0) ∈ Σ
◦
+, which is not
fixed by C∗, η1 ∈ S is not fixed by C∗. Since Sk is the successive blow-up of AC
∗
i ,
we can view η1 as an element in Sk. Thus η1 ∈ Sk − SC
∗
k ∪Ak.
We next let ι : SpecK → SpecR be the inclusion, and form (ι, g) : SpecK →
SpecR×C∗, where g is given in the statement of the Lemma. We let ϕ− : SpecR→
Sk be the extension of (ι, g). Since p˜1 : Sk → SpecR induced by the first projection
p1 : S → SpecR is proper, ϕ− exists. We let η− = ϕ−(ξ0) ∈ Sk.
We now find a chain of C∗-invariant rational curves that connects η1 and η−
in Sk. Let π : Sk → S be the blow-up morphism. Let D = π−1(ξ0 × P1); D is
connected and is a union of C∗-invariant rational curves. As we have argued, η1
does not lie in the exceptional divisor of π, thus η1 lies in a unique B1 ∼= P1 ⊂ D.
Since D is connected and since η− ∈ D, we can find a chain of rational curves
B1, · · · , Bl so that qi = Bi ∩Bi+1 6= ∅ and η− ∈ Bl.
It is easy to describe the group action on Bi. Let ηi, i ≥ 2, be a closed point in
Bi−BC
∗
i . Since η1 is not fixed by C
∗, we can find ǫ ∈ {1,−1} so that limt→0 tǫ ·η1 =
q1. Since the C∗-action on SpecR × P1 is via weight 0 and 1 on the two factors,
since Sk is derived by successively blowing up a collection of C∗-fixed points, and
since Bi is a chain of C∗-invariant rational curves, we must have limt→0 tǫ · ηi = qi
for i ≤ l. (We let ql be such that BC
∗
l = {ql−1, ql}.) Because g(ξ) · f+(ξ) = f−(ξ)
with g∗(t) = α · ζa and a > 0, we have ǫ > 0. This proves ǫ = 1.
We claim that Fk|B1 6= const. Because f+(ξ0) ∈ Σ
◦
−, and because ρ(Fk(η1)) =
f+(ξ0), ρ(Fk(η1)) ∈ Σ◦+. Since Fk|B1 is C
∗-equivariant, Fk|B1 6= const. This proves
the claim.
We let V˜ = F−1k (U) ⊂ Sk. By (2.8), q1 ∈ V ⊂ V˜ . In general, if for some
2 ≤ i ≤ l we know qi−1 ∈ V˜ , then Bi ∩ V˜ 6= ∅; then we can talk about whether
Fk|Bi is constant; if in addition Fk|Bi is constant, then qi ∈ V˜ . Thus by an induction
argument, we see that there is an 2 ≤ m ≤ l + 1 so that (1) Fk|Bi is constant for
all 2 ≤ i < m, and Fk|Bm is not constant in case m 6= l + 1; and (2) Bi ⊂ V˜ for
2 ≤ i < m and Bm ∩ V˜ 6= ∅.
We now prove item (a) of the simpleness condition. Let m be the integer speci-
fied. We claim that in case (a), m ≤ l. Suppose not, then Fk(Bi) = Fk(q1) ⊂ U for
all 2 ≤ i ≤ l. Since ρ is e´tale, this implies ρ(Fk(Bi)) ⊂ XC
∗
for the same i; hence
ρ(Fk(η−)) ∈ XC
∗
. But this contradicts ρ(Fk(η−)) = f−(ξ0) and the assumption
f−(ξ0) ∈ Σ◦−. Therefore, m ≤ l and consequently, Fk|Bm is not constant. Since
Bm ∩ V˜ 6= ∅, we may let ηm ∈ Bm ∩ V˜ be a general closed point.
We claim that ρ(Fk(ηm)) ∈ Σ◦−. By the definition of Σ
◦
−, ρ(Fk(ηm)) ∈ Σ
◦
− if
ρ(Fk(ηm)) /∈ XC
∗
and limt→0 t
−1 · ρ(Fk(ηm)) ∈ XC
∗
. Suppose ρ(Fk(ηm)) ∈ XC
∗
.
As argued before, ρ ◦ Fk is C
∗-equivariant (where it is defined), and ρ e´tale. Thus
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ρ(Fk(ηm)) ∈ XC
∗
implies that Fk|Bm is constant, a contradiction. For the remaining
condition, we notice that
lim
t→0
t−1 · ρ(Fk(ηm)) = lim
t→0
ρ(Fk(t
−1 · ηm)) = ρ(Fk(qm−1)) = z0 ∈ X
C
∗
.
This proves that ρ(Fk(ηm)) ∈ Σ
◦
−.
Then since both [f−(ξ0)] and [ρ(Fk(ηm))] ∈ [X−/C∗] are specializations of
[f−(ξ)] = [f+(ξ)] ∈ [X−/C∗], by the assumption that [X−/C∗] is separated, we
conclude that
(2.9) [f−(ξ0)] = [ρ(Fk(ηm))] ∈ [X−/C
∗].
We prove l = m. For this, we use the properties of the construction of X .
Suppose l > m. Since Sk is the result of successive blow-ups of C∗-fixed points
of S = SpecR × P1, for the ηm ∈ Bm, there are a finite extension R˜ ⊃ R and
a morphism e˜ : Spec R˜ → C∗ so that e˜ · ϕ˜− extends to ϕ˜m : Spec R˜ → Sk so
that ϕ˜m(ξ˜0) = ηm. By the property of the C∗-actions on the chain Bi, we have
e˜∗(t) = β˜ · ζ˜r with r < 0 and β˜ ∈ R˜ invertible.
Since ηm ∈ V˜ , ρ ◦ Fk ◦ ϕ˜m : Spec R˜→ X is defined. Let
f˜m := ρ ◦ Fk ◦ ϕ˜m : Spec R˜ −→ X.
(Let f˜− be the composite of Spec R˜→ SpecR with f−; cf. comments after Defini-
tion 2.2.) Then e˜ · f˜− = f˜m.
Let (Em, σm) and (E−, σ−) be families on S × Spec R˜ that are the pull-backs of
the universal family of X via f˜m and f˜−, respectively. Let ι : S × ξ˜0 → S × Spec R˜
be the closed embedding. Because e˜ · f˜− = f˜m, the families Em and E− restricted
to S× ξ˜ are isomorphic; let α : E−|S×ξ˜ → Em|S×ξ˜ be such an isomorphism. By the
property of the line bundle L(·), α induces an isomomorphism L(α) : L(E−)|ξ˜ →
L(Em)|ξ˜.
Recall that σm : L(Em)→ OSpec R˜ and σ− : L(E−)→ OSpec R˜ are isomorphisms.
By the construction of the C∗-action on X , e˜ · f˜− = f˜m implies that e˜ ·σ−|ξ˜ = σm|ξ˜.
Therefore,
(2.10) σm|ξ˜ ◦ L(α) ◦ (σ−|ξ˜)
−1 = e˜ : OSpec K˜ −→ OSpec K˜ ,
which is β˜ · ζ˜r with r < 0. On the other hand, by scaling α by a power of ζ˜, say ζ˜d,
we can assume that ζ˜d · α extends to an α˜ : E− → Em so that ι∗α˜ : ι∗E− → ι∗Em
is non-trivial. By (2.9), ι∗Em ∼= ι∗E− and they are τ−-stable. Thus ι∗α˜ is an
isomorphism. Therefore, α˜ is an isomorphism and
σm ◦ L(α˜) ◦ σ
−1
− : OSpec R˜ −→ OSpec R˜
is an isomorphism.
Finally, since L(α) is independent of scaling,
σm|ξ˜ ◦ L(α) ◦ (σ−|ξ˜)
−1 = σm|ξ˜ ◦ L(t
d · α) ◦ (σ−|ξ˜)
−1 = σm|ξ˜ ◦ L(α˜) ◦ (σ−|ξ˜)
−1.
Since the right hand side extends to an invertible element in R˜, it contradicts (2.10)
and r < 0. This proves l = m.
We now finish the proof of (a). Let h˜ : Spec K˜ → C∗ be given by h˜∗(t) = β·tb with
0 < b < ı(R˜) · a. We let ϕ˜b : Spec R˜→ Sk be the extension of h˜ · ϕ˜1 : SpecK → Sk.
Since g˜ · ϕ˜1 extends to ϕ˜− with ϕ˜−(ξ˜0) ∈ Bl, 0 < b < ı(R˜) · a guarantees that
ϕ˜b exists and ϕ˜b(η˜0) ∈ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Bm−1. Since for 2 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, Bi ⊂ V˜ and
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Fk(Bi) = Fk(q1), ρ ◦ Fk ◦ ϕ˜b is defined and ρ ◦ Fk ◦ ϕ˜b(Bi) = z0 ∈ XC
∗
. Since
h˜ · f˜+ = ρ ◦ Fk ◦ (h˜ · ϕ˜1) : Spec K˜ → X , h˜ · f˜+ extends to (h˜ · f˜+)
∼ := ρ ◦ Fk ◦ ϕ˜b
such that (h˜ · f˜+)∼(ξ˜0) = z0 ∈ XC
∗
. This proves (a).
The proof of (b) is similar and we omit it. 
2.4. Symmetric obstruction theory. In this subsection, we discuss symmetric
obstruction theory for simple flips. Let X be a DM-stack acted on by C∗. Let
M = [X/C∗] be the quotient stack.
Definition 2.11. ([8]) We say the quotient stack M = [X/C∗] has a perfect ob-
struction theory (resp. symmetric obstruction theory) if X has a C∗-equivariant
perfect (resp. symmetric) obstruction theory.
We recall that as part of the definition, there is a C∗-equivariant derived category
object F • ∈ Db
C∗
(CohX), which e´tale locally is quasi-isomorphic to a two-term
complex of locally free sheaves, and an arrow F • → L≥−1X satisfying the requirement
of perfect obstruction theory or symmetric obstruction theory. (Here L≥−1X is the
truncation of the cotangent complex of X .)
Remark 2.12. For moduli of stable sheaves, analytic locally we may find a function
f such that locally the moduli space and its obstruction theory are given by the
vanishing of the differential df (cf. [10]). We call such functions f local Chern-
Simons functionals of the moduli space. For more general moduli problems like
stable objects in the derived category, local Chern-Simons functionals are not known
to exist. See [15, Appendix A] for a discussion about the existence of Chern-Simons
functional.
Lemma 2.13. Let S be a Calabi-Yau three-fold. Let M± = [X±/C∗] be a simple
wall crossing in M = [X/C∗] of moduli of stable objects in Db(CohS) (Defini-
tion 2.1) such that Ext≤−1(E,E) = 0 for any E ∈ M. Suppose either X C∗-
equivariantly embeds in a smooth DM-stack, or X has a global tautological family
arising from X →M. Then X has a C∗-equivariant symmetric obstruction theory.
Proof. Suppose first that we have a tautological object E ∈ Db(Coh(X×S)) induced
from X →M. Let π : X×S → X be the projection. Let L•X denote the cotangent
complex of X and L•M be defined by the distinguished triangle
L•M −→ L
•
X −→ OX ,
where the last arrow is given by the action of C∗ on X . Taking the duals, we have
a distinguished triangle
OX −→ L
•
X
∨ −→ L•M
∨ −→ OX [1].
By the construction in [9] using the Atiyah class, we have a morphism L•X
∨ →
R := Rπ∗Hom(E , E)0[1]. Since the C∗ action on a pair (E, σ) ∈ X fixes E, the
composition
OX −→ L
•
X
∨ −→ R
is trivial and hence we have an induced morphism L•M
∨ → R. On the other hand,
the functorial assignment E  L(E) of Definition 2.6 induces a morphism
R = Rπ∗Hom(E , E)0[1] −→ Hom(L(E), L(E))[1] = OX [1].
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Therefore we have a diagram
OX // L•X
∨
// L•M
∨
//

OX [1]
OX R // OX [1].
Let R′ be defined by the distinguished triangle
OX −→ R
′ −→ R −→ OX [1]
so that we have a commutative diagram of distinguished triangles
OX // L•X
∨

// L•M
∨
//

OX [1]
OX // R′ // R // OX [1].
Note that H−1(R) = Homπ(E , E)0 injects into OX because the stabilizer C∗ of an
E1⊕E2 ∈M1×M2 acts nontrivially on L(E1⊕E2). By a simple diagram chase with
the long exact sequence, we find that the second vertical morphism L•X
∨ → R′ is an
obstruction theory of X but it is not perfect since H2(R′) ∼= H2(R) = Ext3π(E , E)0
may be non-trivial.
To remove H2(R′), we take the dual γ∨ : OX [−1] → R∨ of the bottom right
arrow γ : R → OX [1] of the above diagram. By the Serre duality R∨ ∼= R[1], we
obtain
OX [−2]
γ∨[−1]
−→ R∨[−1] ∼= R
ν
−→OX [1].
The composition must vanish by a direct check with Serre pairing. From the distin-
guished triangle R′ → R→ OX [1], we therefore obtain a morphism OX [−2]→ R′.
Let R′′ be defined by the distinguished triangle
OX [−2] −→ R
′ −→ R′′ −→ OX [−1].
Since H−1(R) = Homπ(E , E)0 injects into OX , OX surjects onto H2(R′) ∼= H2(R).
From the long exact sequence, we find that the composition
L•X
∨ −→ R′ −→ R′′
is a perfect obstruction theory for X . By choosing e´tale locally a free resolution
of R′′ and truncating as in the proof of [19, Lemma 2.10], we can find a two-term
complex of locally free sheaves representing R′′. It is straightforward to see that
the Serre duality R ∼= R∨[−1] induces an isomorphism R′′ ∼= R′′
∨
[−1] and thus the
perfect obstruction theory L•X
∨ → R′′ is symmetric. This proves the Lemma in
case a global tautological family exists.
We next consider the case where X embeds C∗-equivariantly into a smooth DM-
stack, say Y . Let I be the ideal sheaf of X ⊂ Y . Then L≥−1X = [I/I
2 → ΩY |X ].
Let
∐
α Yα → Y be an affine e´tale atlas, let Uα = Yα ×Y X → X , so that Uα
has tautological family Eα. The homomorphism ΩX → OX induced by the group
action on X lifts to ΩUα → OUα . Mimicking the prior argument, we see that Uα
has a symmetric obstruction theory. By [2], the symmetric obstruction theory is
given by an almost closed 1-form ωα ∈ Γ(ΩYα). In particular, Uα = (ωα = 0) and
the obstruction is given by
[TYα |Uα
dωα−→ΩYα |Uα ] −→ L
≥−1
Uα
.
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We remark that if ω′α is another choice of almost closed 1-form giving the sym-
metric obstruction theory, then necessarily ωα − ω′α ∈ I
2
α, where Iα is the ideal
sheaf of Uα ⊂ Yα. Thus dωα|Uα = dω
′
α|Uα . Consequently, all dωα patch to form a
single complex [TY |X → ΩY |X ], and the arrows above patch to form a single arrow
[TY |X −→ΩY |X ] −→ L
≥−1
X .
This provides a symmetric obstruction theory of X . 
3. C∗-Intrinsic blow-up
Suppose X has a symmetric obstruction theory, the de facto virtual dimension
of [X/C∗] is −1. This counters our intuition that both M± ⊂ [X/C∗] should have
virtual dimension 0.
As an example, suppose X ⊂ Y is a C∗-equivariant embedding in a smooth
scheme and X = (ω = 0), where ω ∈ Γ(ΩY ) is C∗-invariant. Then the obstruction
theory of X is given by the complex
OX(TY )
dω
−→ΩY |X .
Suppose C∗ acts on X without fixed points. Then it induces a homomorphism
(3.1) η : OX −→OX(TY ),
whose cokernel is the pull-back of the tangent sheaf of X/C∗. In principle, we
expect that the obstruction complex of X/C∗ should be the descent to X/C∗ of
coker{η}
dω
−→ ker{η∨}.
In this way, the obstruction theory of X/C∗ remains symmetric.
This argument breaks down near XC
∗
, where σ in (3.1) is not a subline bundle.
To salvage this argument, we blow up Y along Y C
∗
and work with a “modified total
transform” of X — the modification is to make the resulting scheme independent
of the embedding X ⊂ Y . We will call such process the C∗-intrinsic blow-up of X .
3.1. C∗-Intrinsic blow-up. We begin with the easiest case — the formal case.
The formal case: Let U be a formal C∗-affine scheme such that its fixed locus
UC
∗
is an affine scheme, and the set of closed points satisfy Set(U) = Set(UC
∗
).
Since UC
∗
is affine, we can embed it into a smooth affine scheme: UC
∗
⊂ V0;
since Set(U) = Set(UC
∗
), we can further find a smooth formal C∗-scheme V such
that the C∗-fixed locus V C
∗
= V0, Set(V ) = Set(V0) and the embedding U
C
∗
⊂ V0
extends to a C∗-equivariant embedding U ⊂ V .
Let π : V¯ → V be the blow-up of V along V C
∗
; let U˜ = U ×V V¯ ⊂ V¯ be the
total transform. Let I ⊂ OV be the ideal sheaf defining U ⊂ V , then U˜ is defined
by the ideal sheaf
I˜ := π−1(I) · OV¯ .
We let E ⊂ V¯ be the exceptional divisor of π; let ξ ∈ Γ(OV¯ (E)) be the defining
equation of E. Since U ⊂ V is C∗-invariant, I is C∗-invariant; thus it admits a
weight decomposition I = IC
∗
⊕ Imv, where IC
∗
is the C∗-invariant part and Imv
consists of nontrivial weight parts of I. Clearly, π−1(Imv) ⊂ ξ · OV¯ (−E) ⊂ OV¯ ;
thus ξ−1π−1(Imv) ⊂ OV¯ (−E).
We define I¯ ⊂ OV˜ to be the ideal such that
(3.2) I¯ = the ideal generated by π−1(IC
∗
) and ξ−1π−1(Imv) · OV¯ (E).
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We define
blC
∗
V U ⊂ V¯
to be the subscheme (of V¯ ) defined by the ideal I¯.
Lemma 3.1. The scheme blC
∗
V U is independent of the choice of C
∗-equivariant
embedding U →֒ V .
Proof. This is a local problem, thus we only need to prove the case where U is local.
(i.e. U contains only one closed point.) We let Γ(OV ) = A⊕M be the decomposition
into the C∗ invariant and moving parts; namely A = Γ(OV )C
∗
and M = Γ(OV )
mv.
We let Γ(OU ) = B ⊕N similarly with B = Γ(OU )C
∗
and N = Γ(OU )
mv. Since V
is smooth and A is local, without loss of generality we can assume that
Γ(OV ) = A[[y≤n]] := A[[y1, · · · , yn]], y1, · · · , yn ∈ Γ(OV )
mv.
Since U → V is a C∗-equivariant embedding, we can factor the surjective Γ(OV )→
Γ(OU ) as composition
Γ(OV ) = A[[y≤n]] −→ B[[y≤n]]
ψn
−→Γ(OU ) = B ⊕N.
Here ψn is induced by the restriction yi 7→ ψn(yi) ∈ N .
We next pick a minimal set of generators. Let
(3.3) m = dimN/(N2, pN).
We pick α1, · · · , αm ∈ Γ(OV )mv such that the homomorphism
ψm : B[[x≤m]] := B[[x1, · · · , xm]] −→ B ⊕N, xi 7→ αi,
is a surjective ring homomorphism. We let W = SpecB[[x≤m]]. Then ψm defines
an embedding U ⊂W , hence an C∗-intrinsic blow-up blC
∗
WU .
We pick a homomorphism ϕ (as shown in the diagram)
(3.4)
B[[y≤n]]
ψn
−−−−→ B +Nxϕ ∥∥∥
B[[x≤m]]
ψm
−−−−→ B +N
By the the choice of m (3.3), ϕ is injective.
We claim that ϕ induces an isomorphism
(3.5) Φ(ϕ) : blC
∗
V U −→ bl
C
∗
WU,
and that it is independent of the choice of ϕ.
We first simplify the notation further. We let aij ∈ B be so that
ϕ(xi) =
n∑
j=1
aijyj mod (y1, · · · , yn)
2
and that the m × m matrix (aij)1≤i,j≤m is invertible. This is possible by the
minimality of m and possibly after re-indexing the yj , since A is local. Thus
by replacing yj by ϕ(xj) for j ≤ m, we can assume ϕ(xj) = yj . Under this
arrangement, we see that if we let
In := ψ
−1
n (0) ⊂ B[[y≤n]] and Im := ψ
−1
m (0) ⊂ B[[x≤m]],
then there are hi ∈ B[[x≤m]]
mv such that
In =
(
{ϕ(g)}g∈Im ∪ {ym+i − ϕ(hi)}1≤i≤n−m
)
⊂ B[[y≤n]].
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It is easy to describe the C∗-intrinsic blow-ups. First, blC
∗
Vˆ
Uˆ is covered by affines
Rni := SpecB[v
i][[ζi]]/(vii − 1), v
i = (vi1, · · · , v
i
n)
with transitions Rni → R
n
j given by the relation yk = v
i
kζ
i. The other blC
∗
Wˆ
Uˆ is
covered by affines Rmi = SpecB[u
i][[ξi]]/(uii−1) similarly defined with v
i replaced by
ui = (ui1, · · · , u
i
m). To describe the defining equations of R
m
i ∩bl
C
∗
Wˆ
Uˆ , we introduce
the operation of substitution bli: for g = g(y1, · · · , yn) ∈ B[[y≤n]] with g(0) = 0, we
define
bli(g) := (ζ
i)−1g(vi1ζ
i, · · · , vinζ
i)|vi
i
=1 ∈ B[v
i][[ζi]]/(vii − 1).
The subscheme Rmi ∩ bl
C
∗
Wˆ
Uˆ is then defined by the ideal
bli(Im) =
(
{bli(g) : g ∈ Im}
)
.
This shows that
Rmi ∩ bl
C
∗
Wˆ
Uˆ = SpecB[ui][[ξi]]/(uii − 1, bli(Im));
similarly for Rni ∩ bl
C
∗
Vˆ
Uˆ .
The homomorphism ϕ(xi) = yi defines a homomorphism
(3.6) Φi(ϕ) : B[u
i][[ξi]]/(uii − 1, bli(Im)) −→ B[v
i][[ζi]]/(vii − 1, bli(Im))
via ξi 7→ ζi and uij 7→ v
i
j . Since ym+j − ϕ(hj) ∈ In, v
i
m+j − bli(ϕ(hj)) ∈ bli(In).
This proves that Φi(ϕ) is surjective. The same argument shows that Φi(ϕ) is
injective. Thus it is an isomorphism.
We next show that
(3.7) blC
∗
V U ⊂ R
n
1 ∪ · · · ∪R
n
m.
Suppose that there is a closed b ∈ blC
∗
V U ∩
(
Rnm+j −R
n
1 ∪ · · ·∪R
n
m
)
. Let [b1, · · · , bn]
be the homogeneous coordinates of b. Then b 6∈ Rn1 ∪ · · · ∪R
n
m implies that bi = 0
for i ≤ m. By the relation vm+im+j − blm+i(ϕ(hj)) for i ≥ 1, we get bm+i = 0 for all
i ≥ 1. This is a contradiction. This proves the inclusion (3.7).
It is obvious that on restricting to Rni ∩R
n
j , Φi(ϕ) = Φj(ϕ). Thus the collection
{Φi(ϕ)}i≤m defines an isomorphism
(3.8) Φ˜(ϕ) : blC
∗
V U −→ bl
C
∗
WU.
Finally, we show that the isomorphism Φ˜(ϕ) is independent of the choice of
ϕ. Notice that this will show that the construction of blC
∗
V U is independent of
the choice of the embedding ψn. Suppose ϕ
′ (in place of ϕ in (3.4)) is another
homomorphism making the square commutative. We define Φ(ϕ′), similar to that
of Φi(ϕ), by sending xj = u
i
jξ
i to ϕ′(xj)|yk 7→vikζi . Here the subscript yk 7→ v
i
kζ
i
means to substitute the yk variable in the power series ϕ
′(xj) by v
i
kζ
i. It is direct
to check that this defines a homomorphism Φi(ϕ
′), like (3.6).
We claim that for i ≤ m, Φi(ϕ) = Φi(ϕ′). Indeed, by the commutativity of (3.4),
there are gi ∈ In such that ϕ(xi)− ϕ′(xi) = gi. Because
ϕ′(xi)|yk 7→vikζi = (ϕ(xi) + gi)|yk 7→vikζi ≡ ζ
i mod ζibli(In),
we obtain Φi(ϕ
′)(ξi) = Φi(ϕ)(ξ
i). For the same reason, we have Φi(ϕ
′)(uij) =
Φi(ϕ)(u
i
j). This proves that Φi(ϕ) = Φi(ϕ
′), which implies that the isomorphism
(3.8) is independent of the choice of ϕ.
This proves that the blC
∗
V U is independent of the embedding U ⊂ V . 
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Because blC
∗
V U is independent of the embedding U ⊂ V , in the following we will
drop V from the notation and denote by blC
∗
U the C∗-intrinsic blow up of U .
The affine case: Let Y be an affine scheme, let Y0 ⊂ Y be a closed subscheme
and let Yˆ be the formal completion of Y along Y0. We assume Yˆ is a C∗-scheme
so that (Yˆ )C
∗
= Y0 as schemes.
The pair Y0 ⊂ Yˆ is the pair studied in the formal case. Thus we can form a
C∗-intrinsic blow-up blC
∗
Yˆ . We now show that we can glue blC
∗
Yˆ with Y − Y0 to
form a C∗-intrinsic blow-up of Y .
We let A = Γ(OY ), I ⊂ A the ideal defining Y0 ⊂ Y ; thus Aˆ = limA/In =
Γ(OYˆ ). We cover bl
C
∗
Yˆ by C∗-invariant affine Zi; we denote Bi = Γ(OZi), and
ξi ∈ Bi the element defining the exceptional divisor of πi : Zi → Yˆ . For each i, we
glue Y and Zi as follows. Let Iˆ = lim I/I
n be the ideal defining Y0 ⊂ Yˆ . We form
the localization AˆIˆ and (Bi)(ξi). Without loss of generality, we can assume that for
each i, AˆIˆ = (Bi)(ξi).
For each i, we form the direct sum module Bi⊕A and define the ring structure:
(b, a) · (b′, a′) = (bb′, aa′). We then define B˜i to be the kernel
B˜i = ker{Bi ⊕A −→ AˆIˆ},
where A→ AˆIˆ is the composite of the tautological A→ Aˆ with the localization ho-
momorphism; Bi → AˆIˆ is the negative of the local homomophism Bi → (Bi)(ξi) =
AˆIˆ .
It is routine to check that Spec B˜i patch to form a scheme together with a
morphism
π : blC
∗
Y −→ Y ;
it satisfies blC
∗
Y ×Y Yˆ = bl
C
∗
Yˆ . The scheme blC
∗
Y is the C∗-intrinsic blow-up of
Y along Y0. By the independence on the embedding proved in the formal case, it
is canonically defined based on the C∗-structure of Yˆ .
The scheme case: Let Y0 ⊂ Y be as in the previous case except that it is no
longer assumed to be affine. Let Yˆ be the formal completion of Y along Y0. We
assume Yˆ is a C∗-scheme so that (Yˆ )C
∗
= Y0.
We cover Y by affine open Yi → Y ; we let Yi,0 = Yi∩Y0, and let Yˆi be the formal
completion of Yi along Yi,0. Since Yˆi = Yˆ ×Y Yi, it is a C∗-scheme. We let bl
C
∗
Yi
be its C∗-intrinsic blow up. For each pair (i, j), using that Yˆi ×Y Yj = Yˆj ×Y Yi as
C∗-schemes, we have a canonical isomorphism blC
∗
Yi ×Y Yj = bl
C
∗
Yj ×Y Yi. This
shows that we can patch blC
∗
Yi to form a scheme, which we call the C∗-intrinsic
blow-up of Y , and denote by blC
∗
Y .
The DM-stack case: We let X be a DM-stack with a C∗-action. We assume that
the multiplication morphism σ : C∗ ×X → X is representable.
We let Y be a scheme and Y → X be an e´tale morphism. We let Y0 = Y ×XXC
∗
,
and let Yˆ be the formal completion of Y along Y0. Using that the multiplcation
morphism σ is representable, one checks that the C∗-action on Y induces a C∗-
action on Yˆ such that Yˆ C
∗
= Y0. Therefore, we can form the C
∗-intrinsic blow-up
blC
∗
Y .
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This construction is canonical. Let Y ′ → X be another e´tale chart of X , and let
blC
∗
Y ′ be the C∗-intrinsic blow-up of Y ′. Then Y ×X Y ′ is e´tale over X , and has
its C∗-intrinsic blow-up. One checks that blC
∗
(Y ×X Y ′) is canonically isomorphic
to both blC
∗
Y ×X Y
′ and blC
∗
Y ′ ×X Y .
The C∗-intrinsic blow-up blC
∗
X is the stack that comes with covers blC
∗
Yi and
products
(3.9) blC
∗
Yi ×blC∗X bl
C
∗
Yj = bl
C
∗
(Yi ×X Yj).
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a C∗-equivariant DM-stack as stated, and let Yi → X
be an e´tale atlas of X. Then the collection blC
∗
Yi together with the morphisms
blC
∗
(Yi ×X Yj)→ bl
C
∗
Yi and bl
C
∗
(Yi ×X Yj)→ bl
C
∗
Yj form a DM-stack bl
C
∗
X with
a C∗-equivariant projection π : blC
∗
X → X.
Proof. The proof follows from that the C∗-intrinsic blow up construction is canon-
ical. 
We call π : blC
∗
X → X the C∗-intrinsic blow-up of X .
3.2. Obstruction theory of X¯–local theory. We now investigate the obstruc-
tion theory of X¯ near the exceptional divisor of X¯ → X . For notational simplicity,
in the following we let T = C∗ and call the C∗-actions on X and X¯ the T -actions.
We begin with the local situation.
The set-up: We let X ⊂ Y = SpecA[[x]], where SpecA is smooth and x =
(x1, · · · , xm), be a closed subscheme in smooth affine scheme. We let T acts on Y
so that it acts on A trivially and on xj via x
σ
j = σ
ljxj , lj 6= 0. We suppose X ⊂ Y
is T -invariant and admits a T -equivariant symmetric obstruction theory.
Because X has a symmetric obstruction theory, by [2], the embedding X ⊂ Y
and its obstruction theory is defined by the vanishing of an almost closed 1-form
(3.10) ω = α+
m∑
j=1
fj dxj ∈ ΩY , α ∈ ΩA ⊗A A[[x]] and fj ∈ A[[x]].
(Almost closed means dω|X = 0.) Because the obstruction theory is T -equivariant,
ω can be chosen to be C∗-invariant. If we let IX be the ideal sheaf of X ⊂ Y , then
the obstruction theory is given by
(3.11) V • := [V
dω
−→V∨] −→ L≥−1X = [IX/I
2
X → ΩY |X ], V = TY |X .
We remark that if ω′ is another T -invariant almost closed 1-form defining X ⊂ Y
and its symmetric obstruction theory, then necessarily ω − ω′ ∈ I2X · ΩY .
We now turn our attention to the T -intrinsic blow-up X¯ of X . Since Y is smooth,
the T -intrinsic blow-up Y¯ of Y is the usual blow-up of Y along Y T . Let π¯ : Y¯ → Y
be the projection, let E¯ ⊂ Y¯ be the exceptional divisor, and let ξ ∈ Γ(OY¯ (E¯)) be
the defining equation of E¯ ⊂ Y¯ .
We consider the pull-back
π¯∗ω = π¯∗α+
∑
π¯∗fj dxj ∈ π¯
∗ΩY¯ .
Since ω is T -invariant and dxi has non-zero weights, ξ
−1π¯∗fj dxj are regular sections
in π¯∗ΩmvY (−E¯).
By definition, X¯ ⊂ Y¯ is defined by the vanishing of π¯∗α and ξ−1π¯∗fj ’s. To put
these into a compact form, we introduce ǫj = π¯
∗dxj , which span the sheaf π¯
∗ΩmvY ,
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where ΩmvY is the subsheaf of ΩY spanned by dxj ’s. We let Ω
fix
Y = ΩA ⊗A A[[x]] be
the fixed part, and let V¯−1 be the sheaf whose dual is
(3.12) V¯∨−1 := π¯
∗ΩfixY ⊕ π¯
∗ΩmvY (−E¯) ≡ ker{π¯
∗ΩY −→ π¯
∗(ΩmvY )|Y T }.
Then
(3.13) ω¯ = π¯∗α+
∑
ξ−1π¯∗fj · ǫj ∈ Γ(Y¯ , V¯
∨
−1).
This way, X¯ has the form
(3.14) X¯ = (ω¯ = 0) ⊂ Y¯ ;
its obstruction theory is
(3.15) V¯ • := [V¯−1
dω¯∨
−→V¯0] −→ L
≥−1
X¯
= [IX¯/I
2
X¯ → ΩY¯ |X¯ ], V¯0 = ΩY¯ |X¯ .
For future reference, we comment that the complex V¯ • can be constructed di-
rectly from the complex V •. Let V = TY |X . Let π : X¯ → X be the projection
and E ⊂ X¯ be the exceptional divisor. Let ℓ be the tautological line bundle of the
exceptional divisor E; namely, tautologically ℓ ⊂ π∗NY T/Y . Then
(3.16) V¯∨0 |X¯ = ker{π
∗V → π∗NY T/Y /ℓ}.
It is easy to describe the fixed locus X¯T and its obstruction theory. Let N be
the normal bundle NY T/Y . Since Y is smooth, the exceptional divisor E¯ = PN . To
each k ∈ Z, we let N(k) be the weight k piece of the T -decomposition of N . Then
Y¯ T =
∐
k
Y¯ T,k, Y¯ T,k = PN(k).
Accordingly,
(3.17) X¯T =
∐
k∈Z
X¯T,k, X¯T,k = X¯ ∩ Y¯ T,k.
The obstruction theory of X¯T , following [8], is given by the invariant part of the
obstruction theory of X¯. To proceed, we reindex the xj ’s as xk,j indexed by (k, j)
so that the T -action is t · xk,j = tkxk,j . Then
ω = α+
∑
(k,j)
fk,jdxk,j and ω¯ = π¯
∗α+
∑
(k,j)
ξ−1π¯∗fk,j · ǫk,j .
Restricting to Y¯ T,k, the T -action on fi,j (resp. ξ) has weight −i (resp. k), among
all ξ−1π¯∗fi,j|Y¯ T,k , the T -invariant ones are
ξ−1π¯∗f−k,j |Y¯ T,k , 1 ≤ j ≤ e−k = dimPN(−k)/Y
T + 1.
Therefore, the obstruction theory of X¯T,k ⊂ Y¯ T,k is induced by π∗α|Y¯ T,k and e−k
additional equations. In particular,
vir. dim X¯T,k = vir. dimXT + dimPN(k)/Y
T − e−k = ek − e−k − 1.
We get more from this description of the obstruction theory of X¯T,k. The defining
equations of X¯T,k ⊂ Y¯ T,k divide into two groups. The first is
(3.18) α¯0 := π¯
∗α|Y¯ T,k = 0.
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By the construction of Y¯ T,k, α¯0 = π¯
∗α|xi,j=0 ∈ A; it defines PXN(k) := PN(k)×Y T
XT . The second group is
(3.19) β¯−k,j := ξ
−1π¯∗f−k,j |Y¯ T,k = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ e−k.
Expanding f−k,j =
∑
J a
J
−k,jx
J , where J is the usual multi-index convention and
aJ−k,j ∈ A, we see that
β¯−k,j =
∑
1≤i≤ek
ξ−1a−k,i−k,j π¯
∗x−k,i,
which involves weight −k linear (in the x variables) terms in f−k,j . The equations
β¯−k,j = 0 defines the relative obstruction theory of X¯
T,k/PXN(k).
We now put this in the form of arrows in the derived category. Let π(k) : X¯
T,k →
Y be the tautological projection. Firstly, the fixed part is
V¯ •|fixX¯T,k = [(π
∗
(k)Ω
fix
Y )
∨ ⊕ π∗(k)N(−k)(−1)→ ΩY¯ T,k |X¯T,k ].
The obstruction theory of PXN(k) is
(3.20) F •(k) := [(π¯
∗ΩfixY )
∨|PXN(k) → ΩY¯ T,k |PXN(k) ] −→ LPXN(k) ;
the relative obstruction theory of X¯T,k/PXN(k) is
(3.21) E(k)[−1] := π
∗
(k)N(−k)(−1) −→ LX¯T,k/PXN(k) .
(Here the arrows in (3.20) and (3.21) are defined by α¯0 and β¯−k,j , respctively.)
Using the explicit form of the defining equations inducing the arrows defining
the obstruction theories of X¯T,k, PXN(k) and X¯
T,k/PXN(k), we have the following
commutative diagram of distinguished triangles
(3.22)
F •(k) −−−−→ V¯
•|fix
X¯T,k
−−−−→ E(k)[−1]
+1
−−−−→y y y
LPXN(k) |X¯T,k −−−−→ LX¯T,k −−−−→ LX¯T,k/PXN(k)
+1
−−−−→ .
Finally, we comment that this diagram is independent of the choice of the defining
equation ω. (It seems to depend on the choice of the embeddingX ⊂ Y .) As argued,
if ω′ is another almost closed 1-form like ω, then ω − ω′ ∈ I2X · ΩY . Since the left
and the right vertical arrows defined by ω only use α¯0 and β¯−k,j , to show that they
are independent of the choice of ω, we only need to show that
(3.23) α¯0 − α¯
′
0 ∈ (α¯0)
2, and for all j : β¯−k,j − β¯
′
−k,j ∈ ({β¯−k,l}
e−k
l=1 )
2.
Using the explicit forms given after (3.18) and (3.19), one sees that (3.23) is true.
This shows that (3.22) is independent of the choice of ω.
3.3. The virtual normal cone. The defining equation (3.14) also provides a
canonical embedding of the the normal cone
(3.24) CX¯/Y¯ ⊂ V¯
∨
−1|X¯ .
The T -action induces a homomorphism OY → TY ; its pull-back OY¯ → π¯
∗TY
vanishes simply along E. This gives an injective homomorphism OY¯ (E) →֒ π¯
∗TY
and its surjective dual
(3.25) π¯∗ΩY −→ OY˜ (−E).
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Since (3.25) factors through the moving part of π¯∗ΩY , using (3.12), it induces a
surjective homomorphism
(3.26) σ¯ : V¯∨−1 −→ OY¯ (−2E).
We let
ker{σ¯} = ker{σ¯ : V¯∨−1 → OY¯ (−2E)} ⊂ V¯
∨
−1.
Lemma 3.3. The support of the cone CX¯/Y¯ (cf. (3.24)) lies in the subbundle
ker{σ¯}|X¯ .
The proof relies on the following criterion proved in [11, Lemma 4.5]. Let I¯ be
the ideal sheaf of X¯ ⊂ Y¯ .
Criterion: The support of CX¯/Y¯ ⊂ V¯
∨
−1|X¯ lies in ker{σ¯} if the following holds: for
any closed o¯ ∈ X¯ and ϕ¯ : Spec k[[u]]→ Y¯ with ϕ¯(0) = o¯, ϕ¯∗(σ¯ ◦ ω¯) ∈ t · ϕ¯∗I¯.
Let I be the ideal sheaf of X ⊂ Y ; let F =
∑m
i=1 lixifi ∈ Γ(Y,OY ). In the
following, we denote by ({xi}n1 ) the ideal (x1, · · · , xn).
Lemma 3.4. Let ϕ : Speck[[t]]→ Y be any morphism. Then
ϕ∗(F ) ∈ t · ϕ∗I · ({ϕ∗xi}
n
1 ).
Proof. It suffices to prove the case where A = k[[u]], u = (u1, · · · , um).
Let φi(t) = ϕ
∗ui and ψi(t) = ϕ
∗xi; let a and b be defined by
(3.27) ϕ∗I = (ta) and ({ψi(t)}
n
1 ) = (t
b).
Then ϕ∗(F ) ∈ t · ϕ∗I · ({ϕ∗xi}i) is equivalent to ϕ∗F =
∑
liψi · ϕ∗fi ∈ (ta+b+1).
We introduce
(3.28) Φ(t, s) = (φi(t);ψj(t)e
ljs) := ({ui(t, s)}
n
1 ; {xj(t, s)}
m
1 ),
which is a homomorphism k[[u, x]]→ k[[t, s]]. Then
dxj(t, s) = ψ
′
je
ljs dt+ ljψje
ljs ds.
Using that ω is C∗-equivariant, we have (fi)σ = σ−lifi. Thus,
Φ∗ω =
∑
ϕ∗fi · ψ
′
i dt+
∑
liϕ
∗fi · ψi ds.
Therefore,
(3.29) d
(
Φ∗ω
)
=
(∑
liϕ
∗fi · ψi
)
t
dt ∧ ds = (ϕ∗F )t dt ∧ ds.
(We use the subscript t to denote ∂∂t ; same with xk.) On the other hand, using
dω =
∑
j>k
(
(fj)xk − (fk)xj )
)
dxk ∧ dxj , we obtain
(3.30) d
(
Φ∗ω
)
= Φ∗dω =
∑
j>k
(
Φ∗(fj)xk − Φ
∗(fk)xj
)
dxk(t, s) ∧ dxj(t, s).
Using (3.28), we calculate
dxi(t, s) ∧ dxj(t, s) = e
(li+lj)s(ljψ
′
i · ψj − liψi · ψ
′
j) dt ∧ ds.
Applying the C∗-equivariance, (3.30) reduces to
(3.31) d
(
Φ∗ω
)
=
∑
j>k
(
ϕ∗(fj)xk − ϕ
∗(fk)xj
)(
ljψ
′
i · ψj − liψi · ψ
′
j
)
dt ∧ ds.
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Since ω is almost closed, (fj)xk − (fk)xj ∈ I for all j, k. We then use (3.27) to
conclude that(
ϕ∗(fj)xk − ϕ
∗(fk)xj
)
(ljψ
′
i · ψj − liψi · ψ
′
j) ∈ (t
a+2b−1).
Thus equating (3.29) and (3.31), we conclude (ϕ∗F )t ∈ (t
a+2b−1). Since ϕ∗F (0) =
0, ϕ∗F ∈ (ta+2b). Since b ≥ 1, this proves ϕ∗F ∈ (ta+b+1). This proves the
Lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. As before, we only need to prove the case where A = k[[u]],
u = (u1, · · · , um). We verify the criterion. Let ϕ¯ : Speck[[t]] → Y¯ , ϕ¯(0) = o¯ ∈ X¯
be any morphism. We will show that ϕ¯∗(σ¯ ◦ ω¯) ∈ t · ϕ¯∗I¯. Clearly, we only need to
check the case where o¯ ∈ E.
For the moment, we assume that ϕ¯ does not factor through E ⊂ Y¯ . Since Y¯ is
the blow-up of Y along x1 = · · · = xm = 0, canonically Y¯ ⊂ Y ×Pm−1, and we can
choose homogeneous coordinates of Pm−1 so that Y¯ is defined by xiwi =
xj
wj
, for all
i 6= j. By reordering the indices of xi, we can assume o¯ ∈ {w1 6= 0}.
Let ϕ = π¯ ◦ ϕ¯ : Spec[[t]] → Y . Like before, we denote φi(t) = ϕ∗ui and ψj(t) =
ϕ∗xj . Since ϕ does not factor through E, ψ1(t) 6= 0; o¯ ∈ {w1 6= 0} implies that as
ideals,
(3.32) (tb) = ({ψi(t)}
n
1 ) = (ψ1(t)).
Then, following the definition, we have
ϕ¯∗I¯ = ({ϕ∗gi}
n
1 , {ψ1(t)
−1ϕ∗fj}
m
1 ),
and
ϕ¯∗(σ¯ ◦ ω¯) = ψ1(t)
−1
∑
liϕ
∗xi · ψ1(t)
−1ϕ∗fi = ψ1(t)
−2
∑
liϕ
∗xi · ϕ
∗fi.
By the definition of a, we also have (ψ1(t)
−1 · ta) ⊂ ϕ¯∗I¯ ; by Lemma 3.4 and (3.32),
we have
(3.33)
∑
liϕ
∗xi · ϕ
∗fi ∈ t(ψ1(t) · t
a).
This implies ϕ¯∗(σ¯ ◦ ω¯) ∈ t · ϕ¯∗I¯.
It remains to verify the case when φ¯ factors through E ⊂ Y¯ . In this case, we
can find ϕ¯1 so that ϕ¯− ϕ¯1 ∈ (tk) for a sufficiently large k and ϕ¯1 does not factors
through E. Then by what was proved, ϕ¯∗1(σ¯ ◦ ω¯) ∈ t · ϕ¯
∗
1 I¯. Since k is sufficiently
large, we conclude ϕ¯∗(σ¯ ◦ ω¯) ∈ t · ϕ¯∗I¯. This proves the Lemma. 
3.4. The obstruction theory of X¯–global theory. We begin with the following
situation.
We suppose there is an e´tale affine altas Xα → X , and two-term complexes of
locally free sheaves V •α → L
≥−1
Xα
giving the symmetric obstruction theories of Xα.
(We will ignore the compatibility condition for the moment.)
We let Uα (resp. Xˆ) be the formal completion of Xα (resp. X) along Xα×XXT
(resp. XT ). Since the T -action on X is representable, each Uα is a T -scheme and
the tautological Uα → Xˆ is T -equivariant.
We then pick smooth affine T -schemes Yα and T -equivariant embeddings Uα →
Yα. We let Vˆ
•
α = [Vˆα → Vˆ
∨
α ]→ L
≥−1
Uα
be the pull-back to Uα of V
•
α → L
≥−1
Xα
. Since
V •α → L
≥−1
Xα
are symmetric obstruction theories, by [2] and that T is reductive,
there are T -invariant almost closed 1-forms ωα ∈ Γ(ΩYα) so that Uα = (ωα = 0),
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and forWα = TYα |Uα there are quasi-isomorphisms that make the following squares
commutative
(3.34)
Vˆ •α
∼=q.i
−−−−→ [Wα
dω∨α−→W∨α ]y
y
L≥−1Uα L
≥−1
Uα
.
Here the right vertical arrow is the obstruction theory of Uα induced from ωα = 0.
By shrinking Xα and altering the dimensions of Yα if necessary, we can assume the
(top line) quasi-isomorphism is an isomorphism.
We let U¯α ⊂ Y¯α be the pair of T -intrinsic blow-up of Uα ⊂ Yα, let πα : U¯α → Uα
be the projection. Following the convention in the previous subsection, we let
E¯α ⊂ Y¯α be the exceptional divisor, let Nα = NY Tα/Yα =Wα|
mv
Y Tα
and let ℓα ⊂ π∗αNα
be the tautological subline bundle. We form
W¯0,α = ker{π
∗
αWα → (π
∗
αNα)/ℓα}
∨ and W¯−1,α = ker{π
∗
αW
∨
α → π
∗
α(W
∨
α |
mv
Y Tα
)}∨.
(Note W¯0,α = TY¯α |U¯α .) The induced perfect obstruction theory of U¯α is given by
(3.35) [W¯−1,α
dω¯∨α−→W¯0,α] −→ L
≥−1
U¯α
.
Using the isomorphisms at the top line of (3.34), we can glue (3.35) with the
restriction to X¯α − E¯α of the top line of (3.34) to obtain a new complex with an
arrow over X¯α:
(3.36) V¯ •α = [V¯−1,α → V¯0,α] −→ L
≥−1
X¯α
.
This arrow gives the induced perfect obstruction theory of X¯α.
In order that the collection V •α → L
≥−1
Xα
gives the symmetric obstruction theory
of X , it must satisfy certain compatibility condition. Since the construction of
the induced perfect obstruction theory on X¯α is canonical, its compatibility largely
follows from the compatibility of V •α → L
≥−1
Xα
. For instance, if V •α → L
≥−1
Xα
are
restrictions of the symmetric obstruction theory V • = [V → V∨] → L≥−1X of X ,
then V¯ •α constructed in (3.36) patch to form a global complex V¯
• on X¯ . However,
the arrows V¯ •|X¯α → L
≥−1
X¯α
given in (3.36) may not coincide, the reason being that
the presentation L≥−1
X¯α
uses the auxiliary embeddings Uα → Yα.
We comment that this construction yields a local symmetric obstruction theory
to be formulated in [3].
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a T -equivariant DM-stack with a T -equivariant sym-
metric obstruction theory. Suppose X has a T -equivariant embedding X → Y into
a smooth DM-stack. Then the T -intrinsic blow-up X¯ has an induced obstruction
theory.
Proof. Let X → Y be the T -equivariant embedding into a smooth DM-stack. By
Lemma 2.13, X has a T -equivariant symmetric obstruction theory
(3.37) V • = [V → V∨]→ L≥−1X = [IX/I
2
X → ΩY |X ], V = TY |X .
We let X¯ ⊂ Y¯ be the T -intrinsic blow-up of the pair X ⊂ Y , let π : X¯ → X be
the projection, and let E¯ ⊂ Y¯ be the exceptional divisor. We let V¯−1 and V¯0 be
the two locally free sheaves on X¯ given in (3.12) and (3.16).
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We cover X by affine e´tale atlas Xα → X . Let X¯α be the C∗-intrinsic blow-up.
Over X¯α, the pull-back of V¯−1 and V¯0 are the sheaves V¯−1,α and V¯0,α mentioned
in (3.36). Let V¯ •α → L
≥−1
X¯α
be as in (3.36).
As argued, the arrows in (3.36) are independent of the choice of an almost closed
1-form ωα; thus the collection V¯α → L
≥−1
X¯α
patch to form a global complex and an
arrow
(3.38) V¯ • = [V¯−1 → V¯0] −→ L
≥−1
X¯
= [IX¯/I
2
X¯ → ΩY¯ |X¯ ].
Also, because the construction is canonical, it is T -equivariant. This proves the
Lemma. 
Let X¯T,k ⊂ Y¯ T,k (⊂ Y¯ T ) be the decomposition of the fixed locus shown in (3.17).
(Because the inclusion X ⊂ Y is a global T -embedding, the local constructions
patch to form a global decomposition.) Let N(k) be the weight k component of
NY T /Y , and let PXN(k) = PN(k)×Y¯ T X¯
T be as defined in the previous subsection.
We form complex F •(k) and sheaf E(k), as in (3.20) and (3.21). By the remark after
the diagram (3.22), we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.6. The constructions preceding (3.22) patch to give an obstruction theory
of PXN(k) and a relative obstruction theory of X¯
T,k/PXN(k). They fit into the
commutative diagram of distinguished triangles shown in (3.22).
By Lemma 3.3, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.7. Let the situation be as in Proposition 3.5. Then the virtual normal
cone CX¯ ⊂ V¯
∨
−1 of X¯ lies entirely in the kernel of V¯
∨
−1 → OX¯(−2E¯).
4. The master space
In this section we define the master space of a simple flip
M± = [X±/C
∗] ⊂M = [X/C∗]
and prove that it is a proper separated DM-stack. We also define and study the
master space of the C∗-intrinsic blow-up X¯ . This master space will be the main
tool for our wall crossing formula in the subsequent section.
4.1. Master space. Let M± = [X±/T ] ⊂M be the simple flip defined in Defini-
tion 2.2. We consider X × P1 with the T -action
σ · (w, [s0, s1]) = (σ · w, [σ · s0, s1]).
We pick a T -invariant open subset
(X × P1)s = X × P1 − Σ− × {0} − Σ+ × {∞},
where 0 = [0, 1] and ∞ = [1, 0]; we then form the quotient
(4.1) Z = (X × P1)s/T.
Obviously, (X × P1)s contains both X+ × {0} and X− × {∞} as closed substacks.
Definition 4.1. We call Z the master space for M.
We will see below that Z is a proper separated C∗-equivariant DM-stack.
Example 4.2. For the X in Example 2.5, the master space Z is simply the blow-up
of PV along PV+ ∪ PV−.
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We intend to show that the master space Z is proper. In the discussion below,
we will use R to denote a discrete valuation ring over C with fractional field K;
denote by ζ its uniformizing parameter, and denote by ξ and ξ0 its generic and
closed points. Also, for an f : SpecK → X and g : SpecK → T , we denote by g · f
the composite
SpecR
(g,f)
−→ T ×X −→ X,
where the second arrow is the group action morphism.
Lemma 4.3. The master space Z is a proper separated DM-stack.
Proof. Let Z = (X×P1)s so that Z = [Z/T ]. It is direct to check that the stabilizer
of any closed z ∈ Z is finite. Also, all T -orbits of Z are closed orbits. Thus Z is a
separated DM-stack.
It remains to prove that Z is proper. Let R be a discrete valuation ring over C
with field of fractions K, and let f : SpecK → Z be a morphism. We need to show
that after a finite extension R˜ ⊃ R with K˜ its field of fractions, there is a morphism
g : Spec K˜ → T so that g · f : Spec K˜ → Z extends to (g · f)ex : Spec R˜→ Z.
First, note that Z decomposes into the disjoint union
Z = X0 × T ⊔ Σ
◦
− × T ⊔ Σ
◦
+ × T ⊔X+ × {0} ⊔X− × {∞} ⊔X
T × T.
Using Z ⊂ X × P1, we can write
f = (f1, f2) : SpecK −→ X × P
1.
Let ξ and ξ0 be the generic and closed point of SpecR.
We first consider the case f(ξ) ∈ X+ × {0}. Since by assumption the quotient
[X+ × {0}/T ] = [X+/T ] = M+ is proper, the extension (g · f)ex does exist. The
case f(ξ) ∈ X− × {∞} is similar. For the same reason, if f(ξ) ∈ XT × T , because
XT is proper, the extension also exists.
We now suppose f(ξ) ∈ X0 × T . Because M+ = [X+/T ] is proper, after a finite
extension R˜ ofR, we can find a morphism g+ : Spec K˜ → T so that g+·f : Spec K˜ →
X0×T extends to (g+ ·f)ex : Spec R˜→ X+×P1. By the same reason, after replacing
R˜ by a finite extension, still denoted by R˜, we can find g− : Spec K˜ → T so that
g− · f extends to (g− · f)ex : Spec R˜ → X− × P1. Let gex+ and g
ex
− : Spec R˜ → P
1
be the extensions of g+ and g−. In case g
ex
+ (ξ˜0) 6= ∞ or g
ex
− (ξ˜0) 6= 0, then either
(g+ ·f)
ex or (g− ·f)
ex maps to Z and we are done. Suppose not. Let g : Spec K˜ → T
be defined via g+ · g = g−, which gives g · (g+ · f) = g− · f . Because gex+ (ξ˜0) =∞ or
gex− (ξ˜0) = 0, we must have g
∗(t) = α · ζa with a > 0. Therefore by Lemma 2.10 (a),
after possibly another finite extension R ⊂ R˜, we can find g′ : Spec K˜ → T such
that (g′)∗(t) = ζa
′
with 0 < a′ < a and that (g′ · g+ · f)ex(ξ˜0) ∈ XT × T ⊂ Z.
Finally, we consider the case f : SpecK → Σ◦+ × T . (The case to Σ
◦
− × T is
similar.) Since Σ◦+ ⊂ X+ is closed and [X+/T ] is proper, [Σ
◦
+/T ] is proper. Thus
there is a g : Spec K˜ → T , for a finite extension R˜ ⊃ R, such that g · f extends to
(g ·f)ex : Spec R˜→ Σ◦+×P
1. In case (g ·f)ex(ξ˜0) ∈ Σ◦+×C, we are done. Otherwise,
(g · f)∗(t) = α · ζa with a < 0. Then we let g′ : Spec K˜ → T be so that g′∗(t) = α.
By Lemma 2.10 (b), possibly after passing through a new finite extension R˜, the
extension (g′ · f)ex : Spec K˜ → Σ+ × T exists. This settles the case.
Combining these, we conclude that the quotient [Z/T ] is a proper separated
DM-stack. 
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Let H = C∗ act on X × P1 by
(w, [a0, a1])
t = (w, [a0, ta1]).
Obviously the action of H commutes with the action of T on X × P1 and hence Z
admits an induced action of H . The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 4.4. The H-fixed point substack ZH ⊂ Z is the disjoint union of
M+ = X+/T, M− = X−/T, and X
T .
For the obstruction theory, we have
Lemma 4.5. If the quotient stack M = [X/T ] admits a perfect obstruction theory,
then the master space Z has an induced H-equivariant perfect obstruction theory.
Proof. By definition, X comes with a T -equivariant perfect obstruction theory. The
perfect obstruction theory of X lifts to a T × H-equivariant perfect obstruction
theory of X×P1, which restricts to the open substack (X×P1)s. Since T acts with
only finite stabilizers, the quotient Z, as we saw earlier for M±, has an induced
H-equivariant perfect obstruction theory. This proves the lemma. 
It follows from the proof that vir. dimZ = vir. dimX = vir. dimM± = 0.
4.2. Master space for X¯. By the same construction as above, we can define the
master space Z¯ for the C∗-intrinsic blow-up X¯. We will show that M± is a subset
of the fixed points of X¯.
Consider X¯ × P1 with T -action
(w, [s0, s1])
σ = (wσ , [σ · s0, s1])
and let
(X¯ × P1)s := X¯ × P1 − (Σ◦− ∪ E¯)× {0} − (Σ
◦
+ ∪ E¯)× {∞}
where E¯ is the inverse image of XT in X¯. The master space Z¯ is defined as the
quotient of the open stack (X¯ × P1)s by the action of T . The same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 proves that Z¯ is a proper separated DM-stack. By
construction, Z¯ has a partition
Z¯ = X¯ ⊔M+ ⊔M−,
where X¯ is identified with the quotient of X¯ × (P1 − {0,∞}) by T .
The action of H = C∗ on X¯ × P1 by (w, [a0, a1])σ = (w, [a0, σ · a1]) induces an
H-action on Z¯. It is straightforward to check that the H-fixed point set in Z¯ is the
(disjoint) union
(4.2) Z¯H = X¯T ⊔M+ ⊔M−.
WhenM = [X/T ] is equipped with a symmetric obstruction theory, Proposition
3.5 gives us a perfect obstruction theory of X¯ of virtual dimension 0. By pulling
back this obstruction theory, (X¯ × P1)s is equipped with a perfect obstruction
theory of virtual dimension 1; it then induces a perfect obstruction theory on the
master space Z¯ of virtual dimension 0.
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5. A wall crossing formula for symmetric obstruction theories
In this section, we prove a wall crossing formula for simple flips with symmetric
obstruction theory. Let M± = [X±/T ] ⊂ M be a simple flip. We assume that X
embeds T -equivariantly in a smooth DM-stack Y .
We consider the projections
X¯
q−
←− (X¯ × P1)s
q+
−→ Z¯.
We use the notation of Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.7. The pull-back q∗−V¯
•
descends to the quotient stack Z¯; we denote the descent by [V−1 → V0]. Similarly,
q∗−OX¯(−2E¯) descends to an invertible sheaf on Z¯, denoted by OZ¯(−2E¯).
Let CZ¯ ⊂ V
∨
−1 be the virtual normal cone cycle of Z¯, where by abuse of notation
we denote by V ∨−1 also the vector bundle associated to V
∨
−1. By Corollary 3.7, the
cycle CZ¯ lies in the kernel bundle
V
∨
−1,red = ker{V
∨
−1 −→ OZ¯(−2E¯)}.
We let [Z¯]vir = 0!
V ∨
−1
[CZ¯ ] and [Z¯]
vir
red = 0
!
V ∨
−1,red
[CZ¯ ], as H-equivariant cycles. Thus
[Z¯]vir = [Z¯]virred ∩ c1(OZ¯(−2E¯)).
Applying the virtual localization theorem [8] to Z¯, and using (4.2), we obtain
(5.1) [Z¯]vir =
[X¯T ]vir
e(Nvir)
− [M+]
vir − [M−]
vir.
After dividing both sides by c1(OX¯(−2E¯)), we obtain
[Z¯]virred =
[X¯T ]vir
e(Nvir)c1(OZ¯(−2E¯))
+ [M+]
vir/(−t) + [M−]
vir/t,
where t ∈ A1
C∗
(pt) is the standard generator of A∗
C∗
(pt). Taking the residue at t = 0,
the left hand side vanishes because [Z¯]virred, as an equivariant class, has no negative
degree terms in t. We thus obtain
(5.2) deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]
vir = rest=0
[X¯T ]vir
e(Nvir)c1(OZ¯(−2E))
.
To proceed, we need a description of the cycle [X¯T ]vir. We keep the notation
introduced after (3.16). Namely, N = NY T /Y , N(k) is the weight k piece of N ,
Y¯ T,k = PN(k), and X¯
T =
∐
k 6=0 X¯
T,k, where X¯T,k = Y¯ T,k ∩ X¯. 2
As argued in [8], the obstruction theory of XT is given by [V → V∨]T → L≥−1XT
and has virtual dimension zero. Thus
(5.3) [XT ]vir =
r∑
i=1
ai[pi], ai ∈ Q, pi ∈ X
T closed.
Let π¯(k) : PN(k) → Y
T be the projection.
2For p ∈ XT , we let
Hi(p)j = weight j part of the T -decomposition of H
i(V •|p);
we let ℓij(p) = dimH
i(p)j and let δj(p) = ℓ0j (p)− ℓ
1
−j(p)− 1. We also let
Pδj(p)H0(p)j ⊂ PH
0(p)j
be a dimension δj(p) linear subspace; it is the empty set when δj(p) < 0.
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Lemma 5.1. With the above notation, we have
[X¯T ]vir =
∑
1≤i≤r, k 6=0
ai · e(π¯
∗
(k)N
∨
(−k)(1)) ∩ [PN(k) ×Y T pi].
Proof. Using diagram (3.22) and the explicit form E(k) = π¯
∗
(k)N(−k)(−1)|X¯T,k , ap-
plying the main result in [12], we obtain
[X¯]vir =
∑
k 6=0
[X¯T,k]vir =
∑
k 6=0
e(π¯∗(k)N
∨
(−k)(1)) ∩ [PXN(k)]
vir.
For [PXN(k)]
vir, we notice that the obstruction theory of PXN(k) is given by (3.20),
and the arrow is given by α¯0 in (3.18). Thus using (5.3), we obtain
[PXN(k)]
vir =
∑
1≤i≤r
ai · [PXN(k) ×X pi].
This proves the Lemma. 
We now prove our main theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let the situation be as in Theorem 1.1. Let [XT ]vir =
∑r
i=1 ai[pi];
let ni,j be the dimension of the weight j part of the tangent space TX,pi and ni =∑
j ni,j. Then
deg[M+]
vir − deg[M−]
vir =
∑
i
ai ·
(
(−1)ni−1
∑
j
ni,j
j
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and (5.2), it suffices to show that for any closed point p ∈ XT ,
(5.4)
∑
j 6=0
rest=0
e(π¯∗(j)N
∨
(−j)(1)) ∩ [PN(j) ×Y T p]
e(Nvir) c1(OZ¯(−2E¯))
= (−1)n−1
∑
j 6=0
nj
j
,
where nj is the dimension of the weight j part Vj of the Zariski tangent space of
X at p and n =
∑
j 6=0 nj .
For this purpose, we may assume XT is a point p, and Y be so that NY T /Y |p is
the moving part of TpX . Let V = ⊕j 6=0Vj with p identified with 0. Then
e(π¯∗(j)N
∨
(−j)(1)) ∩ [PN(j) ×Y T p] = e(V
∨
−j(1)) ∩ [PVj ]
on PV and (5.4) is equivalent to
∑
j 6=0
∫
PVj
t e(V ∨−j(1))
e(Nvir|PVj )c1(OZ¯(−2E¯)|PVj )
= (−1)n−1
∑
j 6=0
nj
j
.
Let ζ ∈ A1(PVj) be the generator of A∗(PVj) satisfying
∫
PVj
ζnj−1 = 1. Then
c1(OZ¯(−2E¯)|PVj ) = 2(−jt+ ζ).
Furthermore, we have
e(π∗ΩY (−E)|PVj ) =
∏
i6=0
(−it− jt+ ζ)ni , e(V ∨−j(1)|PVj ) = ζ
n−j .
The normal bundle of PVj has Euler class
(jt− ζ)
∏
i6=j,0
((i − j)t+ ζ)ni
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and thus the Euler class of Nvir is
e(Nvir|PVj ) = (jt− ζ)
∏
i6=j,0
((i − j)t+ ζ)ni/
∏
i6=−j,0
(−it− jt+ ζ)ni .
Therefore we have∑
j
∫
PVj
t e(V ∨−j(1))
e(Nvir|PVj )c1(OZ¯(−2E¯)|PVj )
=
=
∑
j
∫
PVj
t
∏
i6=0(−it− jt+ ζ)
ni
2(−jt+ ζ)(jt− ζ)
∏
i6=j,0((i− j)t+ ζ)
ni
= −
∑
j
∫
PVj
tnj−1
∏
i6=0(−i− j +
ζ
t )
ni
2(j − ζt )
2
∏
i6=0,j(i− j +
ζ
t )
ni
= −
∑
j
resx=0
x−nj
∏
i6=0(−i− j + x)
ni
2(j − x)2
∏
i6=0,j(i − j + x)
ni
= −
∑
j
resx=0
∏
i6=0
(
−i− j + x
i− j + x
)ni 1
2(j − x)2
= −
∑
j
resz=−j
∏
i6=0
(
−i+ z
i+ z
)ni 1
2z2
.
= resz=0
∏
i6=0
(
−i+ z
i+ z
)ni 1
2z2
=
1
2
d
dz
|z=0
∏
i6=0
(
−i+ z
i+ z
)ni
= (−1)n−1
∑
j 6=0
nj
j
.
This proves the theorem. 
For example, if there are only two weight spaces of weights 1 and −1 respectively,
then the wall crossing is
(−1)n++n−−1 · (n+ − n−) · deg[X
T ]vir,
where n+ and n− are the dimensions of the positive and negative weight spaces
respectively, of the moving part of the Zariski tangent space.
In the situation of simple wall crossing (Definition 2.1) in Db(CohS) for S a
Calabi-Yau 3-fold, we obtain the wall crossing formula formulated in Corollary 1.3.
Proof of Corollary 1.3. We use the notation of §2.3. The automorphism group of
a point in X lying over E1 ⊕E2 with E1 ∈M1 and E2 ∈M2 is Zν with ν in (2.3).
Hence
[XT ] =
1
ν
[M1]
vir × [M2]
vir.
From the definition of the C∗-action on X , the nontrivial weights on the Zariski
tangent space are 1ν on Ext
1(E2, E1) and −
1
ν on Ext
1(E1, E2) respectively. In the
formula of Theorem 5.2, the weights ± 1ν that go in the denominator cancel out the
size of the automorphism group ν. Thus we obtain the corollary. 
Remark 5.3. In a subsequent paper, we will generalize our wall crossing formula
to the case M± ⊂ [X/G] where G is any complex reductive group acting on the
semistable part X of a projective scheme.
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Appendix A. Simple wall crossing for perfect obstruction theories
In this section, we prove a virtual analogue of a wall crossing formula for C∗-flips.
Since C∗ acts on X± with finite stabilizers, a C∗-equivariant perfect obstruc-
tion theory of X induces a perfect obstruction theory of M±. Let [M±]
vir be the
associated virtual fundamental cycle [1, 13].
Definition A.1. Suppose M± ⊂M are proper simple flips. Let d be their virtual
dimension and α ∈ Ad
C∗
(X) be an equivariant cohomology class. Then the wall
crossing term of α is defined as
δ[α] = α+ · [M+]
vir − α− · [M−]
vir,
where α± ∈ A
d(M±) are the classes induced by restricting α to X± and applying
the isomorphisms A∗
C∗
(X±) ∼= A∗(M±).
Theorem A.2. Let M± be simple flips in the quotient stack M = [X/C∗] that
has a perfect obstruction theory. Suppose X embeds C∗-equivariantly into a smooth
DM-stack. Then for α ∈ Ad
C∗
(X), the wall crossing is given by
δ[α] =
∑
i
res
(
α ·
[Xi]
vir
e(Nviri )
)
∈ Q,
where Xi are connected components of X
C
∗
and Nviri are the C
∗-equivariant virtual
normal bundles of Xi in X.
Here the residue operator res = rest=0 is taken after expanding the right hand
side as a Laurent series in t, where t is the generator of A∗
C∗
(pt).
Let t ∈ A1
C∗
(pt) be the generator of the H-equivariant Chow ring A∗
C∗
(pt). Let
α ∈ AdT (X). Let α± ∈ A
d(M±) be the classes induced by restricting α to X±
and applying the isomorphisms A∗T (X±)
∼= A∗(M±). Let α˜ ∈ A
d(Z) be the class
induced by pulling back α to (X × P1)s and applying the isomorphism
A∗T ((X × P
1)s) ∼= A∗(Z).
Let αi be the restriction of α to the fixed point componentXi. Then the restrictions
of tα˜ to the fixed point set M± and Xi coincide with tα± and tαi.
We apply the virtual localization theorem [8] to obtain the following.
Lemma A.3. Let X be a DM-stack equipped with a C∗-equivariant perfect ob-
struction theory and X embeds C∗-equivariantly into a smooth DM-stack. Then we
have
[Z]vir = ı∗
∑ [Xi]vir
e(Nviri )
+ [M+]
vir/(−t) + [M−]
vir/t.
Here Xi are the connected components of the T -fixed locus X
T of X , and Nviri
denotes the virtual normal bundle of Xi in X . Note that if X satisfies the virtual
localization requirement, so does Z by construction.
We pair the homology class [Z]vir with tα˜ ∈ Ad+1H (Z) and then take the degree
zero part in t. Since [Z]vir ∈ AHd+1(Z) has only terms of nonnegative degrees in t,
deg
(
tα˜ · [Z]vir
)
= 0.
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Therefore, upon moving the terms for M± to the left hand side, we obtain the
desired wall crossing formula:
δ[α] =
∑
i
res
(
α ·
[Xi]
vir
e(Nviri )
)
∈ Q.
This completes the proof of Theorem A.2.
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